
From: Louisville Metro
To: Haberman, Joseph E
Cc: Davis, Brian
Subject: Public Hearing Item Comment Form [#86]
Date: Thursday, January 13, 2022 9:52:59 PM

Name * L  Thomas

Address * 1821 HARDESTY AVE 
LOUISVILLE, KY 40216 
United States

Email lstepsistah55@gmail.com

What is the case number of the
development application? *

21-CFR-0025

Comments *

The city of Louisville and the city of Shively has not served the residents or business owners well
along 7th Street road for years! It has never been developed to serve tax paying residents affected
by the dumping of old cars, and ignoring the questionable CLUBS along this stretch of road.The
companies producing who knows what and lets not leave out the nasty trailer park some slum lord is
collecting hard earned money for! So now the only solution to cars that have sat for years and not
processed in any manor needs to be placed on land that could be developed into something useful?
We are not impressed with this PLAN at all! This area is already bad enough, and you just signaled
surrounding residents that one more piece of junk won't matter, try that in Prospect or The
Highlands or any other neighborhood where people give a damn about not just their front yard, but
the back yard too. We suggest that you make it work where it is and fire the team that should have
made it work after all these years of over charging and making it difficult for most people to retrieve
their vehicle, space is not the only issue here and we don't want it repeated anywhere else. Why pave
a road that leads to nowhere! we want a change along 7th Street Rd and for that matter the visible
mess from Crums Lane and Dixie Hwy north to 18th and Broadway needs to see tax dollars at work!

Would you like the Louisville Metro
case manager to contact you to
discuss your comments? *

No
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